FABRIC SOFTENER
Eco-friendly high-performance blend of quality biodegradable
components that impart a soft feel to garments while helping to
rinse away residual detergent while signiﬁcantly saving on all
associated costs

NATURE’S GRIME FIGHTER

DESCRIPTION
GREENMAN FABRIC SOFTENER is a biodegradable and eco-friendly liquid fabric softener and rinse aid, which is a
proprietary blend of cationic and non-ionic surfactants that impart a soft feel to garments, while helping to rinse away
any residual detergents that may still be clinging to fabrics after the initial washing process.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
GREENMAN FABRIC SOFTENER liquid fabric softener is easy to use and is very economical when compared with
traditional products and the traditional method of dispensing, while retaining very high-performance characteristics.
GREENMAN FABRIC SOFTENER restores that "newly delivered" feel to fabric furniture covers, after washing clothes,
seats and sofas. Similarly, eco-friendly GREENMAN FABRIC SOFTENER gives a wonderful feel when used in the rinse
water after washing fabric car seats and vehicle carpets, leaving a pleasant fragrance in the vehicle.

CONCENTRATE WITH ACCU DOSE
GREENMAN FABRIC SOFTENER is uniquely formulated in super concentrate versions, which not only saves
tremendously on ﬁnished product costs by not blending it with mostly water, but it saves very signiﬁcant storage
space, minimizing shipping, transport and logistics costs.
To reduce weight and pack size on average, 95% water content is removed in Fab-Soft concentrate and 80% water
content for GREENMAN FABRIC SOFTENER concentrate.
The product is packaged with a unique 1l Accu-Dose dosing bottle which neatly and accurately dispenses in micro
increments from 5ml to 50ml for the ultimate in dispensing control, which completely avoids spillage and wastage.
The conventional way of dispensing involves a few inaccurate and unmeasured bottle caps, which can quickly
unnecessarily double or even triple product usage. Once an amount is measured out with the Accu-Dose system it is
physically impossible to over dispense the required amount.

RECOMMENDED DOSING LEVELS
Use 10 ml of product per kg of laundry. Increase slightly if necessary.
Use GREENMAN FABRIC SOFTENER with the ﬁnal rinse water in manual washing or the rinse cycle in automatic
washing machines.

SHELF LIFE AND STORAGE
This product may be stored for up to one year in its original packaging. Store under normal room temperature in a cool,
dry place out of direct sunlight.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Colour:
pH at 25%
Odour: 
Appearance:
Dissolvable:
Flashpoint:

Clear / Blue
9 - 10
Lavender
Slightly Viscous
In Water Only
N/A

FIRST AID
Wash with water and if any irritation persists, seek professional medical attention.
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